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As you so well
know, my family
suffered
a monumental
loss last
January
17
1997, Superbowl
day, at 5:39 AM we lost
our home in a terrible
fire
that
took everything
we owned.
The only thing
that
stood relatively
unharmed
was the foundation
of the house.
We later
found out it was cracked
and had
to be repaired.
As we stood in the rain
mumbling..
My computer,

looking
the
my livelihood!

flames

al1

the

way in

the

sky,

1 kept

At about 9 AM 1 asked a fireman
to remove my computer
from what used to be
my Office.
He brought
out a terrible
burned out tower.
1 had been crying
for hours,
and the sight
of my future
in ruins
was just
too much to bear.
As we pondered
what to do , an angel of a customer
told
me about
One of my employees
drove me there.
1 will
never forget
Hoover St.
Upon arrival,
they were kind,
concerned
and understanding.
1 used to back
up in tape and paper,
but it al1 went.
I firmly
believed
no one could
retrieve
any data from that
horrible
mangled machine.
Everybody
was honest
and said they would try to help me.
Hope crept
in.
The process
of retrieving
the hard disk and the data was long and
so very
delicate.
It took 18 hours just
for that.
But to my amazement they not
only retrieved
al1 of my data and saved my life,
but kindly
answered
al1
1
return
with
any
the myriad
of questions
1 put to them every half
hour.
little
glitch.
Just left
a printer
there.
1 guess 1 will
be going back
there
for life.
There is little
joy after
such devastation.
my brand new computer,
monitor
and keyboard,
and will
dark waters.
We have been grateful,
software
without
consulting
with them.
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The only beacon of hope was
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